Architecture and Planning Reading List

Read Now

The Best Architects of All Time Ranked

Read Further

Snapping Point: Architecture and Instagram
The Life of an Architect
Five Cities Where Planning Went Right

Reading Next

- Frederick, Matthew. 2007. 101 Things I Learned in Architecture School.
- Petroski, Henry. 1994. To Engineer is Human: The Role of Failure in Successful Design.
Biology Reading List

Read Now

: On the Origin of the Species by Charles Darwin

Read Further

Read Watson’s and Crick’s original paper on the structure of DNA
Scientists find genetic mutation that makes woman feel no pain
Learn about the Nobel Prize winning Green Fluorescent Protein

Reading Next

• Roberts, Alice. 2014. The Incredible Unlikeliness of Being: Evolution and the Making of Us.
• Walker, Matthew. 2017. Why We Sleep.
• Kahneman, Daniel. 2011. Thinking, Fast and Slow.
• Al-Khalili, Jim. 2014. Life on the Edge.
• Greenfield, Susan. 2016. A Day in the Life of the Brain.
Business Studies Reading List

Read Now
- Outside Insight Blog

Read Further
- Why Silicon Valley Can’t Fix Itself
- How Netflix Recruits Stunning Colleagues
- Business Pundit Blog

Reading Next
- Knight, Philip H. 2018. Shoe Dog: A Memoir by the Creator of Nike.
Chemistry Reading List

Read Now

- **Compound Interest** – a blog taking a closer look at the compounds we come across on a day-to-day basis

Read Further

- **Cryo electron microscopy** – a Nobel Prize winning new technique
- **The story of alchemy and the beginnings of chemistry**
- **Elemental: The periodic table at 150**

Reading Next

- Atkins, Peter. 2013. What is Chemistry?
- Schwarcz, Joseph A. 2007. An Apple a Day: The Myths, Misconceptions, and Truths about the Foods We Eat.
- Kean, Sam. 2010. The Disappearing Spoon...and other true tales from the Periodic Table.
- Braterman, Paul S. 2012. From Stars to Stalagmites: How Everything Connects
- McFarland, Ben. 2016. A World From Dust: How the Periodic Table Shaped Life
Creative Art and Design Reading List

Read Now

*Art Makes you Smart* by Brian Kisida, Jap P. Greene and Daniel H. Bowen

Read Further

- *How to Make your Art Project Exciting: Creative use of Media for Painting Students*
- *What can you do with an art degree?*
- *The Impact of Listening to Music on Cognitive Performance*
- *Female in Focus: An award for women photographers*

Reading Next

- Hockney, David. 1999. That's the way I see it. London: Thames and Hudson
- Martin, Judy. 2003. Drawing with colour; A practical and inspirational guide to professional drawing techniques. [Place of publication not identified]: Quantum Books.
Economics Reading List

Read Now

How Will the Global Economic Order Change by 2050?

Read Further

Marginal Revolution Blog
Paul Krugman’s New York Times Blog
I, Pencil

Read Next

- Smith, Adam. 2008. Invisible Hand (Penguin Great Ideas)
Education Reading List

Read Now

10 Reasons to Become a Teacher

Read Further

- TES Blog - Teaching Resources
- Teacher Tool Kit Blog
- Education Endowment Foundation Blog

Reading Next

- Barton, Geoff. 2015. Teach now! the essentials of teaching: what you need to know to be a great teacher. Oxon: Routledge.
- Willingham, Daniel T. 2011. Why don't students like school?: a cognitive scientist answers questions about how the mind works and what it means for the classroom. [Old Saybrook, Ct.]: Tantor Media, Inc
- De Bruyckere, Pedro, Paul Kirschner, and Casper Hulshof. 2015. Urban myths about learning and education.
- Myatt, Mary. 2018. The curriculum: gallimaufry to coherence. Woodbridge : John Catt Educational Ltd
- Weston, David, and Bridget Clay. 2018. Unleashing great teaching; the secrets to the most effective teacher development. Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge
Engineering and Technology Reading List

Read Now

The World Wide Web – Past, Present and Future

Read Further

Design Flaw Identified in FIU Bridge Collapse

A Giant Crawling Brain

Why I Became an Engineer

Read Next

- Norman, Donald A. 2013. The Design of Everyday Things.
- Petroski, Henry. 1994. To Engineer is Human: The Role of Failure in Successful Design.
- Tegmark, Max. 2018. Life 3.0: Being Human in the Age of Artificial Intelligence.
English Literature and Language Reading List

Read Now

**18 Good Reasons for Doing an English Degree**

Read Further

**Learning to Love Poetry Again**

**Why You Should Study Shakespeare**

**Language and Power**

Reading Next

- CHAMBERS, Ellie, and Andrew NORTHEDGE. 2008. The arts good study guide. OUP.
History Reading List

Read Now

So, you want to study history? Top tips from a graduate

Read Further

The Tanner Lectures are a collection of educational and scientific discussions relating to human values. Lecture library

Read Next


Law Reading List

Read Now

Could an artificial intelligence be considered a person under the law?

Read Further

You may not actually own your Bitcoin – legal expert

Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s Radical Project Isn’t Finished

Our laws make slaves of nature. It’s not just humans who need rights

Read Next


- Civil Law


- Constitutional Law


- Criminal Law


- Law of Tort

Maths Reading List

Read Now

You're still not going to win the lottery

Read Further

Chalkdust - a magazine for the mathematically curious

Mathematician claims to have solved 160-year-old Reimann hypothesis

Stay up to date with news in maths and computing with Science Daily

Read Next

• de Sautay, Marcus. 2003. The Music of the Primes
• de Sautay, Marcus. 2019. The Creativity Code.
• Clegg, Brian. 2003. A Brief History of Infinity: The Quest to Think the Unthinkable.
Media and Journalism Reading List

Read Now

This New Noise Review - an excellent and insightful history of the BBC

Read Further

Students: stop dreaming of a job in journalism - and get to work

Pop Culture Intersections: The Impact of Social Media on Society

Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy: The Story of Anonymous

Read Next


- Boyd, Danah. 2015. It's complicated: the social lives of networked teens. [Place of publication not identified]: Yale University Press


- Eggers, Dave, and Dion Graham. 2014. The Circle.


Medicine Reading List

Read Now

- **British Medical Association, How to become a doctor**

Read Further

- **British Medical Association, Real Doctors**
- **Antibiotic resistance: public awareness campaigns might not work**
- **People Who Can’t Feel Pain**
- **The London Patient and a Plan to End the H.I.V. Epidemic in the United States**
- **High risk: anti-vaxxers in the delivery ward**

Read Next

Modern Foreign Languages Reading List

Read Now

*What it's like to study a Modern Language degree*

Read Further

*Fiction to Read When You're Learning Another Language*

*Learn Languages by Reading Literature*

*The Amazing Benefits of Being Bilingual - BBC*

Reading Next

French:

- Maupassant, Guy de, Guy de Maupassant, and Guy de Maupassant. 1945. Contes de la bécasse ; La tombe ; Notes d'un voyageur. Stockholm: Jan förlag. (French)

Spanish:

- Vargas Llosa, Mario. 2016. La fiesta del chivo.

German:

Philosophy Reading List

Read Now

We obsess about death, so why don’t we think more about being born?

Read Further

Sense and nonsense

About time: why western philosophy can only teach us so much

Are bosses dictators?

Read Next


• Roochnik, David. 2016. Thinking philosophically: an introduction to the great debates.


• Smith, Peter. 2013. An introduction to formal logic. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press.

Physics Reading List

Read Now

What gravitational waves mean for the future of science

Read Further

• Relativity – a popular exposition by Albert Einstein
• Kilogram gets a new definition
• Stay up to date with the Physics World blog

Reading Next

• Hawking, Stephen. 2001. The Universe in a Nutshell.
• Greene, Brian. 1999. The Elegant Universe.
• Weinberg, Steven. 1977. The First Three Minutes.
• Cox, Brian. 2009. Why Does E=mc²?
• Bryson, Bill. 2003. A Short History of Nearly Everything
• Randall, Lisa. Higgs Discovery: The Power of Empty Space.
Politics Reading List

Read Now

Politics.co.uk Blog

Read Further

Longform Blogs (US)

Guardian Long Reads

Political Betting Blog

Read Next

- Marr, Andrew. 2010. The making of modern Britain: from Queen Victoria to VE Day.
- Adichie, Chimanda N. 2017. We Should all be Feminists.
Veterinary Science Reading List

Read Now

Even the gorillas and bears in our zoos are hooked on prozac

Read Further

'This is a calamity': the surgeons keeping pugs and bulldogs alive

Are Lemurs Going to the Dogs?

British Veterinary Association, Newsroom

Read Next


Also review AccessEd’s Medicine Reading List.